
1 WAR DECLARED

Everyday life of a regular soldier

Prior to the declaration of war in August 1914, we were serving in the Royal Field
Artillery, at Shorncliffe,  in Kent.   From the windows on the southern side of  our
barrack-rooms,  we  looked  out  on  the  waters  of  the  English  Channel.   It  never
occurred to us, at such moments, that we would ever cross over it to fight.  Indeed,
in  despite  (sic)   of  lectures  in  the  riding-school  or  in  the  dining-hall  on  wet
afternoons, war was very seldom thought of with any seriousness.  We rose from
our cots in the morning to the call of the reveille, or we were pitched out of them by
the corporal in charge; we groomed our horses, learned our drills, did our fatigues
and took our food with a fairly consistent flow of vivacious thought and happiness.
Of course, soldiers did not always find things agreeable; their wills made them so.
They  refused  to  allow  heavy  spirits  to  abide;  they  declined  to  breathe  the
atmosphere of  melancholy.   Besides,  humorous episodes were forever  occurring.
Funny things were at all times being said, and done.

Our  Major  was  only  a  little  man but  one as  peppery  as  any  that  ever  donned
uniform.  His batman was a comedian.  The Battery Sergeant-Major, although able
and wise, was generally very timid, so often did he figure in scrimmages with the
O.C. and so seldom did he come out from them “carrying the ball”.  The Battery
Quartermaster-Sergeant had even a worse time.  If B.Q.M.S. was not in the dining-
hall  when  the  men  received  breakfast,  the  Major  would  most  surely  be  there;
whatever there might be upon the menu, the Major would most certainly opine that
it  ought  to be something else.   And just  as Mephistopheles himself  would have
arranged – some fellow’s remark at the table or the turning up of a defective egg
would lead to a momentary bedlam.  The B.Q.S.M.’s presence upon the scene within
five minutes would be ordered.  Dragged from his  bed,  maybe,  the unfortunate
victim would appear on the tick of the limit, for a dressing down.  On a tour of the
cookhouse on one occasion, the Major discerned that the meat intended for the mid-
day stew was pretty bad.  He ordered that it be sent to the Officers’ Mess – their
meat  being turned in  to  the men.   That  same night  the Major  presided at  the
Officers’ dinner table, and, though himself without appetite, was particularly anxious
that all others ate heartily.

Naturally, these idiosyncrasies hit us all in turn.  The Major and the Officers would
pass  through  the  harness-rooms on  inspection,  Saturday  noons.   If  the  Section
Officer considered the harness clean, he would probably be told, in a fashion none
too kindly, that it was very dirty;  if he affirmed that it was not clean, the chances
would be that he would be told to get his coat off and have it ready for the Major’s
personal examination an hour later.  The limber-gunner that had thought for his
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thirst by hiding away a bottle for the field-day would possibly be cheated of his drink
at the very beginning.  That morning, instead of a button-inspection the C.O.’s order
would be “Open Gun-Limber Boxes”.  The result would be a discomforted gunner’s
exposé.

With such a Major, tedium in the life of all was banished. In truth, he had his own
idea as to how best promote the smartness of men.  Possibly, we may claim that the
battery, as the war found it, had been made by him.  In spite of all, we admired him.
With war an actuality, we had confidence in him.

Of what we were going into, not the smartest minds had the haziest of fancies.
Only a few had medals on their tunics in a full-dress parade.  The oldest soldiers,
except for staff men and others we had seldom seen, were those with between five
and seven years of service.  

Still, the gunner had his idea of what his old gun could do in anger; the driver had
his, too, of what would happen to his spic-and-span saddlery.  Faint conceptions
brooded in all  heads of  their  being placed on the Salisbury Plain moving-targets
during a summer firing practice.  The men who had learned to carry rifles, who had
learned to ride horses, who had learned to load and fire guns, were now to meet a
foe.  A war had come.  Dim fears of what it meant gained ascendency at once over
the laughing, whistling, joking habits that had always held sway.  And no wonder!
Military training would be completely worthless and would absolutely fail – did it not
turn out manly men – men, of necessity acting manly when challenged by difficulty
and faced with pain.  It was this test that was now to be applied.

2 GOING TO WAR

Hearing the News and His Thoughts on War

On August 4, 1914, a young man was pushing a wheel-barrow upon which was
loaded a couple or so trusses of hay and as many sacks of oats across the Artillery
Gun Park at Shorncliffe. “Hey, Bomb, have you heard the news?” asked one.  Then
the questioner added “War has been declared”.  The stable orderly left his rations
beside the wall of the old canteen and went opposite – the width of the gun-park –
to  purchase  a  newspaper  from a  man who was  selling  them,  not  far  from the
married quarters.  It was true.  War had been declared.

Did that Bombardier find that piece of knowledge welcome?  Was it at once a cause
of rejoicing by all the men around?  Did it occasion wild scenes of enthusiasm about
the camp?  Indeed,  no.  We anticipated no fun at the Front – no amusement in the
events in hand.  We knew that soon we would march out of barracks to throw into
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the crucible our ability as men and our efficiency as soldiers.  We knew that the
Shroud  of  Death  awaited  many.   We  feared  mistakes,  failures,  casualties.   We
fancied ourselves stretched out on a thin line subject to the pounding of shells.  We
sensed  approaching  trouble  –  ourselves  in  the  path  of  an  enemy  –  grotesque
happenings.

The lives of all of us had been dedicated to the nation in obedience of authority.  In
some instances, no doubt, rulers have been tempted to use the power that armies of
men thus pledged to them for purposes of  “chauvinistic  aggressiveness”.   When
potentates gather together, ostentatiously to shoot deer and rabbits but actually to
throw their armies at another nation to steal its cake – that is what many people
association with the idea of ”militarism”.  In Mussolini’s Socialist days, he ranted a
good deal about it. .....Certainly, the embodiments of chauvinistic doctrine are public
enemies.  Certainly, adventurers, gambling with the lives of obedient citizens, ought
to be denounced.   People should fight only when believing sincerely that they fight
righteously.

The lampblack of vicious propaganda holds that soldiers never want war – they wait
for  war – they long for war.   It  has never  been true except  it  applies to those
whipped up by fanatical oratory.  These should prove but “celluloid” soldiers at the
best.  The rampancy of brigandage, cruelty and oppression – passionate desire for
justice – love for nation, officer or comrade;  these things make real soldiers. .....
And so it was in 1914.  We believed our going into it was right, but we saw the
moment and the work as most serious.

Indeed, when the world’s peace was broken, the deadly serious mind was stricken
with horror.  Only fickle heads will ever take the fact of an opening war lightly.  But
in “going to war” we may believe that we “move on” to exert an influence for the
right.  In that case, we go dutifully.  It was in that belief and it was in that spirit that
we marched out from Shorncliffe to the opening operations of the Great War.

                   

The Royal Field Artillery at Shorncliffe Camp – possibly George Gladwell is on parade here
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3 MAP OF FRANCO-GERMAN BORDER 1914
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GENERAL SIR JOHN FRENCH

Sir John French led the British Expeditionary Force at the start of the War.  However, he clashed with
General Kitchener and after several disastrous decisions, he was replaced by General Sir Douglas Haig
in December 1915
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Field Marshall Sir John French

4 OFF TO THE FRONT

Although our knowledge of its causes was meagre enough, we should have knocked
anyone down for arguing that we were not rightfully at war.  And at once there was
great activity  –  the peace-time strength of the unit being made up to war strength.
Additional horses came up, reservists joined, the mobilization stores were emptied.
And as we worked, somewhat solemn-heartedly, in the stables and about the gun-
park, we cast affectionate glances at the familiar structures about us.  The library,
the billiard room, the canteen, the old barrack building – all  of  these had been
associated with our past jolly experiences.  We knew well that we would soon be
leaving them.  We packed our personal belongs in bags to be left behind and were
going to find them on return from the war, so we were told, just as we were leaving
them.  What afterwards became of these we never learned.  Then suddenly, we
were detailed for a midnight parade, field-marching order, to proceed to an unknown
destination.

But we were not sent direct to the Continent of Europe, but were ordered to the
Yorkshire Coast,  where it  was at  that time feared hostile raids might have been
attempted.  We had entrained before day-light, and as the train spurted on and on
next day in a northern direction, the people all along the route came out of their
homes to wave to use their hands and handkerchiefs.  We joyously waved back to
them, and this was so all the way to York.

Then we disentrained and for about a fortnight engaged in real earnest field training
around Strensall.   Getting into camp at night,  people would be all  about it  with
sandwiches and cakes, drinks and cigarettes, writing paper and money.  Anything
that they thought soldiers used they brought along to give us.  The good people
came from miles distant to chat with us through the fence and even to wipe away a
tear behind a gate post.  All alike found it quite impossible to sufficiently show their
feelings  and  love  for  us.   Several  times  the  whole  personnel  of  the  unit  were
marched into some mansion or the other for dinner or supper.  It may be thought
that  such treatment  was understandable at  such a time.   Yet  in truth no other
attitude was shown to us when we had earlier been on manoeuvres and travels up
and down the country.  The people of Yorkshire entertained us well while they could,
but a vacated field revealed to them, after a short time, that we had gone.  We were
speeding south to Southampton then on our way to join the divisions in France.

It was near London somewhere, at a station crowded with people, that the train ran
into a siding, and we were permitted to alight, placing ourselves for a while in the air
and sunlight.  Almost immediately, one of the battery’s big-limbed cooks, with over-
much hair, crossed the Major’s path.
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This gunner was just one of the boys to habitually spark the C.O.s calorific temper.
He was fat; in a rifle inspection, his would be the dirty barrel; in a shuffle he would

be the man to lose his  haversack.   At  the sight  of  that long hair,  to  the man’s
Sergeant the Major ripped “Look Sergeant, look at that hair!  Bring the clippers – Get
it off”.  The man was pressed down on a seat in the yard, and the civilians all around
looked on, pretty much aghast at this barbering operation.  It was quite an ordinary
thing for us to witness; it was a shocking thing to them.

The Channel was crossed during the night.  Red-trousered and blue-coated soldiers,
with long bayonets, mingles their cries with those of the crowds greeting us with
“Vive  l’Angleterre!   Vive  l’Angleterre!”  along  the  French  piers.   Heartily  they
welcomed us.  But no sooner were we off the boat than we were placed again on a
train that left Le Havre for the Front.  It was early morning, August 25, that we
detrained at Bohain.  

In the embarking and disembarking, the several entrainings and detrainings, we had
not suffered a single accident.  So far as can be remembered, no man was hurt, no
animal injured, no gun damaged.  And now, we had reached the Front.  Ready to
move on from the station, the order was given “A Round in the Bore.  Prepared to
Advance”.

                  

          Loading the horses at Southampton       Unloading in Le Havre 1914
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The B.E.F. landing at Le Havre

5 INTO THE FRAY

(His introductory note on the general situation)

Belgium resistance to the invasion of France by way of their own little country was of
very great importance.  While it held up the enemy, it gave time to the building up of
a line of defence turned roughly from Verdun northwards and pushed up somewhat
above the Belgium-French frontier.   After  Namur fell  on 20th August,  the enemy
struck contact with the British Expeditionary Force on the left of the French, near
Mons.  The invaders’ advance proving irresistible, the French and the British fell back
to escape from a very serious situation.

MAP OF FRANCE, BELGIUM AND NETHERLANDS
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6 INTO THE FRAY   (cont'd)

First Taste of Action - Meeting troops coming back from the Front – the Retreat from
Mons 

Battle of Le Cateau  - 26  TH   August 1914

Through the little old French town of Bohain, situated about twenty kilometres from
St. Quentin, we marched north toward Le Cateau.  The Major, probably, did not go
far leisurely at the head of the column; most likely he went off, with an attendant, to
reconnoitre the area into which we were headed.  In that case the Captain would
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have been called forward, acting O.C..  Immediately behind followed the battery
staff, consisting of from about eight to twelve mounted soldiers under the Battery
Sergeant Major.  Among them would be noticed the Range-Finder and the Director-
Man, also signallers and linesmen.  The narrator was Horseholder to the R.F. and
D.M.   Coming  after  were  the  section  officers,  with  their  full-teamed  guns  and
ammunition  wagons.   A  few  weather-beaten  warriors  trudged  along  in  the
detachments, but for the most part, a splendid lot of men and rather on the skinny
side were in the field.  Except for a little pinch of fear ingrained within, we felt as on
a field-day in Berkshire.

We were soon passing groups of cavalrymen proceeding to the rear; their saddles
rider-less and their limping horses bleeding.  In some cases the men themselves had
bandages over their foreheads or around their arms.  Sad tales were told by these
discouraged ones who had already been in the fighting and who believed that our
little army was about to be swept off the earth.  Still, there was but one urge in us
all  and that was to go forward into the combat,  even though the enemy be in
overwhelming force.  The necessity was read in the conditions of our suffering men’s
assistance.  We rested beside our horses that night, but slept lightly.

At dawn next morning (August 26th), heavy shelling by the enemy took a big toll of
the infantry placed on a quick line, without much preparation.  Hastily harnessing up
our horses at an urgent summons to action, we drove like madmen to a gun position
behind the village of Ligny, situated about eleven kilometres from Le Cateau, and
from which location we could cover the infantry brigades of our division.  They were
spread  out  between  Caudry  and  Esnes,  and  straight  over  them,  thirteen  or  so
kilometres distant, was Cambrai.  On the left from Esnes there was no more infantry,
but some cavalry, both British and French, who were covering the end of the line.
For some time we fired our guns for all we were worth.  A few scooting men, who
had had enough of machine-gun bullets, were observed slipping behind us.  We,
horseholders to members of the battery staff, from our vantage point witnessed one
battery after another, on right and left, being shelled out.  Direct hits were obtained
on guns and vehicles; riders fell from their horses.  Our battery, and we ourselves,
had not moved, nor been shot at.  We thought that perhaps we were holding our
own.

And a lull settled over the scene – a strange lull after all the noise.  That something
would happen soon seemed certain.  Shivers of apprehension ran down our spines.
That befalling the infantry was hidden from our gaze by the crest – no doubt, our
Major, from the observation situation, was noting it.  And all at once, about noon,
the battle broke out anew, and the enemy advanced upon us from all directions.  

Under cover of the earlier menacing stillness, there had been prepared an assault
that  was  terrific.   Their  guns  were  firing  into  us  point-blank,  and  blanketed  in
powder, shrapnel and smoke, our confusion was desperate.  We felt that every man
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was for himself and in all directions we ourselves scattered.  The guns limbered up
and set out to cross the field, one on this course and one on another.  As many
wounded men as possible were taken away.  

Range-Finder and Director-Man took their  horses, mounted and made off.   Their
Horseholder tried to follow them, but on faster horses they disappeared, leaving him
behind and alone.  Then behind the lone one appeared a dozen Uhlans * – charging,
coursing, chasing.  Running into two French Curassiers, they beckoned him to follow
them.  There was a spurring of horses to prevent being overtaken.  Every glance
behind  revealed  the  Uhlans  nearer  –  their  lances  closer.   With  burning  steel
threatening our necks as never before,  the Frenchmen drew their  sabres, and a
frightened companion took up the right rein on his horse’s bit to bolt, if possible,
from the cosmorama.  At this point, however, we turned a corner to pass a living
sentry with his bayonet drawn.  We had won the race, and inside the circle of guards
there was safety.  One horse dropped to the ground exhausted.   It had been one
day’s taste of real war.

*(probably Germans but possibly Prussians, as apparently all enemy cavalry units were called Uhlans by the
British troops)

                              

       ' Charge ' A German Uhlan 1914 with lance
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